Chinmaya Vidyalaya
Kundanbagh, Begumpet,
Hyderabad-500016
NEWSLETTER- July 2019

It is a DIVINE POWER that makes the aspirant restless and drives him in search of
a GURU; it is the same DIVINE POWER that makes the SAINT, more restless to
rush forth to serve the world and help others to LIBERATION.
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1st July, 2019: Guruji Swami Tejomayanandaji’s 69th Birthday celebrations:
We are all blessed to be in the premises of this Vidyalaya, which has been visited by our
Mission Acharyas. Swami Tejomayanandaji, whom we fondly refer to as Guruji, celebrated his
69th Birthday on 30th July 2019. Vidyalaya offered its humble offering to Guruji in the form of a
tableau in the assembly and a beautiful birthday card signed by all the Vidyalaya teachers.
“Success at every minute” – a short tableau, signifying the role of a teacher, and wishing a long
life to our dear Guruji was depicted by students of the middle school.

Lobby board decoration on the ocassion of ‘Guruji’s Birthday Celebrations’

This year Pujya Guruji’s birthday was celebrated on 1stJuly,2019 by the entire vidyalaya.
Lobby board in the ground floor was beautifully decorated for this occasion. In the tableau,
“Success at every minute”, students recalled the different stages of life as a baby, a child, a
student, a candidate, a worker and finally a renouncer, which are inevitable for everyone but
which have also been experienced by our Pujya Guruji with a single thought- ‘Service to
Humanity’.
The occasion was graced by Sw. Saakshiroopanandaji, who guided the Vidyalaya
students for doing the Paduka Pooja. Class XI performed puja at the main altar.
A beautifully decorated card was prepared by SUPW department and was sent to Guruji
on the occasion of his birthday. This was signed by the entire staff of the Vidyalaya who
joyously echoed the Janamadinam song as well.
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Birthday Card for Guruji

Children watching the tableau

The team who participated in “Success at every minute”
3rd July to 6th July 2019: Balvihar Camp conducted for the students of classes V to X:
The premises of Chinmaya Vidyalaya, Begumpet was abuzz with excitement writ on the
faces of students of classes V to X who were invited for a one day camp from 9:00 a.m to 5:00
p.m from the 3rd to the 6th of July 2019. The camp theme was “Shakti” and was organized by
Chinmaya Seva Trust, Hyderabad. Acharyas for this one day workshop were Br. Narayana
Chaitanya and Br. Srivatsa Chaitanya and the camp was inaugurated by our chairman, Dr. Y.
Manohar. They had stories, games, theme based skits, puzzles, role play and a few more group
activities. Children went back home, carrying with them an abundance of knowledge and an
unforgettable experience.
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Balvihar camp conducted in the premises of Chinmaya Kailas for Vidyalaya students
7th July, 2019: C-TET 2019 Examination conducted in the Vidyalaya:
Chinmaya Vidyalaya- Begumpet was one of the centres for hosting the C-TET (Central
Teaching Eligibility Test) 2019 Examination for entry into Kendriya Vidyalayas, Navodaya
Vidyalaya and any other central school. 600 candidates who took the examination here, were
assisted by almost 65 staff members of the Vidyalaya and took every possible care to ensure
that the examination was conducted smoothly.
8th & 9th July, 2019: Council Members Elections in the Vidyalaya and photo session for ID
cards:
Vidyalaya students exercised their franchise for the selection of council members for
the academic year 2019-2020 through electronic voting. This was done by all the students of
the classes VI to XII for the post of student pupil leaders, house captains & vice captains, and
leaders for the various wings viz, sports, discipline, cultural, literary etc.
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Elections conducted for the Vidyalaya Council for the academic year 2019-20

Photographs of students from classes LKG to Class XII were taken, so as to provide ID
cards for this academic year.
11th July, 2019: Counseling session for the students of Class VI:
Rtd. Col. Smt. Sushmita Adhikari conducted a counseling session for the students of
Class VI in the A/V room in the Saraswati Nilayam wing of the Vidyalaya. The topic taken up was
“Foods that effect your brain”.

Counseling session for the students of Class VI
12th to 14thJuly, 2019: Super Heroes at CCMB:
Vidyalaya students from Class IX, Chi. V. Saathvik and Chi. M.V. Saathvik, represented
the Vidyalaya and attended a three day interactive workshop titled “Superheroes against
Superbugs” at the CSIR-CCMB (Council for Scientific and Industrial research – Centre for Cellular
and Molecular Biology) on the 12th, 13th and 14th of July 2019. They got an opportunity to meet
a few scientists and interact with them on topics ranging from organisms on earth, types of
microbes, culturing & growing of bacteria, cell walls of bacteria, antibiotics and their related
impact. They were involved in poster making, skits and group discussions with the students
from other schools across Hyderabad. Both our students were awarded certificates.
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Vidyalaya students receiving certificates at CCMB
15th July, 2019: Periodic Test 1 for the students of Classes 1 to XII:
Unit test 1/ Periodic test 1 for the assessment of students was conducted for students of
Classes I to XII from the 15th of July and went up to 19th of July.
15th July, 2019: Guru Pournima Celebrations:
Guru Pournima/ Vyasa Pournima, a festival signifying the continuation of the Guru
Shishya Parampara and the birthday of the great sage Veda Vyasa was celebrated in the
Vidyalaya on 15th July 2019.

Lobby board decoration on the ocassion of Guru Pournima
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Class X students participated in a tableau depicting the role of a Guru in the growth of a
teacher. They shared a few examples like Sri Narendra Modiji and his Guru, Sportsperson
Milkha Singh with his Guru, Director Raja Mouli with his Guru and so on. The Guru Shishya
Paramapara was depicted when Guru Vyasa walked in with his four Shishyas, Guru Adi
Shankaracharya walked in with his students, Guru Ramakrishna Paramhamsa and Sharda Mata
walked in with Swami Vivekananda and finally Swami Tejomayanandaji and Swami
Swaroopanandaji came onto stage, with Gurudev- Swami Chinmayanandaji and Parama GuruSwami Tapovan Maharaj to bless the audience.

Tablaeu on the ocassion of Guru Pournima

15th July -20th July, 2019: UT1/PT1Examinations:
Unit Test1/Periodic test1 for the students of Classes I to XII were conducted from the
15 of July to the 20th of July 2019, for the assessment of the subjects taught in the previous
months.
th

17th July, 2019: Traffic Awareness Workshop
Safety of children is an integral part of our Vidyalaya. We received an invitation from the
Hyderabad City Traffic Police to a workshop on annual road safety awareness. Vidyalaya PT Sir,
Sri. Suresh along with Chi. Pradeep of Class XI, one of our traffic commandoes attended this
workshop, which was conducted on 17thJuly 2019, at Ravindra Bharathi. Senior officials from
the Education, Transport , GHMC & RTC departments and film personalities attended this
programme and interacted with the participants.
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25th July, 2019:
Vidyalaya counselor, Rtd. Col. Smt. Sushmita Adhikari conducted a session for the girls
of Classes VII & VIII and explained the concept of the menstrual cycle and the hygiene to be
maintained by them during these particular days.
25th July, 2019: Art/Handwriting Competition conducted by Kalabharati Child Art
Development Institute:
Kalabharati Child Art Development Institute, Pune conducted a National Level
colouring/Handwriting competition for students of Classes LKg to X. A total of 582 students
participated in the painting competition and a total of 125 students participated in the
handwriting competition.
2nd Korea-India friendship Painting/Essay Competition 2019 :
53 students from Classes VI to XII participated in the National Level Painting
Competition conducted by the ‘Korean Cultural Centre’ of the ‘Embassy Of The Republic of
Korea’. Students were divided into the Junior and senior groups depending on their class and
topics were accordingly assigned to them.
All India 7th Korea-India friendship essay competition was also held for the students of
Classes VI to XII. Students were again divided into Junior and senior groups depending on their
classes. Topic for the Junior group (Classes VI to IX) was ‘My favourite South Korean Person’
while topic for the Senior group (Classes X to XII) was ‘South Korea- My favourite destination’.
58 students from Classes VI to XII participated in this competition.
26th July, 2019: Bonalu celebrations in the Vidyalaya:
Bonalu- one of the most important festivals of Telangana, infact the State festival of
Telangana, was celebrated in the Vidyalaya with a very vibrant and traditional dance done by
the students of the primary classes.
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Bonalu Celebrations in the assembly by Primary and Middle school students
27th July, 2019: Orientation and PTM for Class X parents:
Parents of Class X students were invited for an orientation to be briefed up on the latest
changes in CBSE pattern of examination. The session was conducted by the Academic Incharge
of our Vidyalaya, Sri. BabuRao from 1:00 pm to 3:00 pm in the A/V room of the Saraswati
Nilayam on the 27th of July 2019. Class X parents also interacted with the teachers of their
wards in the Parent Teacher meeting held this day.

Kindergarten Section:
5th July, 2019: Blue Day in LKG:
Blue colour- the colour of the infinite, the colour of the sky, the colour
of the ocean and the colour of the endless… LKG children learnt more about the colour “BLUE”
by looking at the objects that were blue in colour and learning more about them.
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Blue Day celebrated in UKG

12th July, 2019: Enaction of “Fox and the Crow” by students of UKG:
“The Fox and the Crow” – a story for the Kindergarten students was explained to them with the
help of a role play done by the students of the UKG.

“The Fox and the Crow” being enacted by the students of UKG
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15th July, 2019: A Tour of the Vidyalaya.
Our Shishu Vatika students had a trip around the Vidyalaya, visiting all the floors, having a look
at the library, visiting the Principal and Vice Principal’s rooms, and learning about the rules of
the school. This activity had come over in a disciplined manner, pray at the altar of Gurudev,
and then move on to the other rooms in the “Big School”.

Kindergarten students visit “Big School”
19th July, 2019: Enaction of “The thirsty crow” by students of UKG:
‘The clever crow’ or ‘The thirsty crow’ was refreshed for all the teachers, and newly taught to
the students of Class LKG. UKG Students came dressed up accordingly and introduced &
narrated the story to everyone.
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Students of Class UKG enacting “The thirsty crow”
26th July, 2019: Fruits Day in LKG:
“An apple a day keeps the doctor away” is a known saying. But why
only apple, when all fruits are available? Students of LKG were introduced to fruits with a small
role pay, with a few children dressed up as different fruits.

Fruits Day celebrated in LKG
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CCA Competitions:
CCA Competitions were held for primary classes and secondary classes on Fridays and
Saturdays respectively. These are activities conducted as per the festivals and events occurring
in that particular month.
Primary
S. No
1.

Date Of Event
5th July 2019

Classes
I & II

2.
3.
4.

5th July, 2019
26th July 2019
26th July, 2019

III to V
I & II
III to V

Activity
Draw five vegetables and decorate
them
Group wise chart making
Best out of waste (Pencil stand)
Best out of waste (FlowerVase)

Classes
VI to VIII
VI to VIII

Activity
House wise chart making
Essay on Chandrayaan II

Middle School
S. No
Date Of Event
1.
6th July, 2019
2.
20th July, 2019

High School
S. No
1.
2.

Date Of Event
6th July, 2019
20th July, 2019

Senior Secondary School
S. No
Date Of Event
1.
27th July 2019

Classes
IX and X
IX
X

Classes
XI and XII

Activity
House wise chart making
Essay on Chandrayaan II
Group Discussion on Chandrayaan II

Activity
Poster making – Independence Day

Other Laurels and Awards:

1) Chi. Parmeet Kaur Bedi of Class VIII participated in a Kuchipudi Dance performance
at Ravindra Bharati on the 13th of July, 2019. This was organized by Sri Geethika
Kuchipudi Art Academy on the occasion of their 20th Annual Day Celebrations. She
was awarded with a memento and a certificate.
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Chi. Anushka Mohanty receiving memento for dance

Chi. Parmeet receiving memento for
dance

2) Chi. Shourya of Class VII and Chi. Dhairya of Class III acted in a short movie“Brothers”, bringing about awareness of how violence by vehicle drivers of school
going children brings about fear in them. Frequently talking to your child and
listening to their concerns is sufficient to ward off all their apprehensions.

Chi V. Pranav being felicitated for his participation in MUN

3) Chi. M. Anshu of Class VI participated in a vocal concert in “Indian Classical Music
and Dance Competitions” held at Community Hall, Padmavati Nagar, Khairtabad,
Hyderabad on 28th July, 2019. This was organized by Sreeka Events. She was
awarded a certification of appreciation and a medal.
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*****************************************************************

Until Our Next Issue : Keep Smiling
***** HARI OM*****
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